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In the last years, the use of big data for linguistic purposes has opened up new paths in corpus linguistics, since it offers new opportunities for the investigation of large-scale language variation (see, among others, Russ 2012, Doyle 2014, Grieve 2015). For instance, microblogging platforms such as Twitter provide a deluge of textual data that can be employed for the analysis of informal communication between millions of individuals. Because most of these data are geolocalized, the resulting corpus can be used to conduct studies on regional variation including many more speakers and much larger texts than traditional dialectology. By analysing a database with nearly 4,000 million geolocalized tweets, we address the study of lexical and orthographical variation in Spanish and English. Different methods are applied: cluster analysis, information-theoretic measures and polarization metrics. While linguistic variation in Spanish is found to show a clear distinction between urban and rural speeches (Gonçalves and Sánchez 2014, Donoso and Sánchez 2017), the English language is characterized by two dominant varieties, namely, British and American, the latter becoming dominant outside the United Kingdom (Gonçalves et al. submitted). Finally, we address the diachronic evolution of the two inner-circle varieties of English using the Google Books database. Here, we observe a significant Americanization of English in the last two centuries, with tendencies shaped by cultural and historical milestones.
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